GETTING STARTED
Tallan’s Data Platform in 30 Days delivers real results by harnessing data for
insights, consolidating data, and ultimately modernizing your organization’s
data platform. The DPi30 engagement will include a design workshop to help
your team identify up to 3 scenarios, create a reference architecture design,
implement a landing zone and ultimately modernize your data estate using
Azure Data Services (ADS).
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ANALYSIS & DESIGN
We’ll begin by prioritizing your team’s objectives, identifying supported data sources, and collaborating
to create a high-level reference architecture diagram using Azure Data Services.

DEPLOYING THE SOLUTION
Based on our assessment, Tallan will deliver a fully provisioned Azure Landing Zone with deployed Azure
Data Services including ARM Templates, source code in Azure DevOps or Git Hub Repo (if available), and
the pilot architecture design diagram with an end-user interface, like a Power BI report, to showcase the
new modern data platform.

TRANSITION TO YOUR TEAM
An executive presentation provides a project summary and demo with recorded sessions to support
skilling, a list of deployed Azure Data Services, Azure consumption estimates, and recommendations for
next steps.
Whether you are in need of an assessment or expansion of your data and analytics solutions, Tallan has more than 30 years of
experience in data architecture and custom analytics. Contact sales@tallan.com to get started!
Founded in 1985, Tallan provides technology and business process consulting services to enterprise and mid-sized companies,
as well as government entities, with a focus on Custom Development, Portals and Collaboration, Business Intelligence,
Application Integration, Mobile Platforms, User Experience, Ecommerce, Web Development, and Cloud Services.
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